
Code Review 



What most likely happens



991 lines of code
5597 words                                   
37448 characters (without blanks)  } 26 pages



After abstracting the Javascript



And then after abstracting the Webgl / shader



HTML

Webgl Webgl

JSJS

JS Webgl Webgl Webgl



Why Webgl / Why Shader ?

Code of this type runs on a GPU:
Allowing the CPU to do other work.
GPU's are optimized to handle high level 
calculations.

Fast, Faster, Fastest !!!!!
Parallel 

Code that is able to handle data points and calculations 
in parallel within a good amount of speed ... within the 
BROWSER ! 

Project/environment setup time is less
Able to run almost everywhere (internet is a plus)



Why in parallel ?

Lets get some background info ..... 



What are loops ?

Loops (i.e. for, while, do,etc)



In Biology 

A form of cellular mitosis



In mathematics 

Iteration



What we want to see



Proof !!! 



In Physics 

A form of boringness 
boringness = insanity - ( a varying of results which are expected)



Okay okay, back to the parallel  topic

Why do we want to do things in parallel ?

By breaking down sequential algorithms into 
smaller calculations, that have little to no 

dependences on each other, you allow them 
to become parallel algorithm(s).

Once the algorithm is in parallel form, the 
calculations can be optimized by removing it 
from a loop (i.e.  sequential processing) and 

introducing parallelism. 



What do we gain by doing this ? 
  Efficiency , which to a computer scientist 

means a speedup !



What does this represent  ?



Hint



This is important because it has a pattern



public int Fibonacci(int n)
{
  if (n < 2)
    return n;
  else
    return Fibonacci(n - 1) + Fibonacci(n - 2);
}



Patterns

Numbers  & Geometrics

How about with a procedure ? As in a procedural pattern:
    
    # a particular way of accomplishing something or of acting

    # a series of steps followed in a regular definite order 

Can  exist within



Euler's Method

Lets try one:

Use Euler's method with step size  x =.1 to 
estimate y(.5)  where y(x) is the solution of the 
initial value problem, y(0)=3,
 y ' = f(xn,yn) = 3x2 (2-y).

..........





Should we make a procedure like this 
parallel or sequential ?



Lets try to implement Euler's Method ...



Some code ...

Just an example



We now want to get deeper into the code.
We are going to download exercises.

Look for patterns in the code that will 
optimize it as well as readability.

(Remember abstraction can be your friend)

Going Deeper

Exercise one CLB.CharlesB@gmail.com



Before



After



Why is this important ?
Because now you have a better 

understanding and working knowledge of:

Iteration within code
Being able to follow a procedure within a 

loop
Recognizing patterns within code

Converting procedures into code (even if already coded)



Is the code we just modified optimized, 
readable, or both ?



Going Further

Now that we all have the skills we need, lets look 
at the paper(s), it's algorithms, and the code .....



Let's open the paper "A Model For Human Ventricular Tissue"



Under Materials And Methods
on page 2 (in PDF form)





We want to better under what makes up Iion



We want to better under what makes up Iion



Under Membrane Currents
on page 3 (in PDF form)



Also open the paper
 "Alternans and Spiral Breakup In a Human Ventricular Tissue Model"



Under Numerical Methods
on page 4 (in PDF form)



Under Appendix
on page 12 (in PDF form)



Under Appendix
on page 12 (in PDF form)





What do we notice  here that can be matches in the paper(s) ?



Let's make code/implementations of our own 
equations, which are based on the paper(s) 

...

Exercise two CLB.CharlesB@gmail.com



Let's make notes & observations about the 
code and how it relates to the equations ...

Exercise three

Compare the code you created and the 
code in the draw and tau functions as 
well as parameters and variables .... 

CLB.CharlesB@gmail.com



Thank You

Thats it ....


